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Introduction
Critics of hypertext have long expressed skepticism about whether people could or indeed ever
would sit down at a screen and read hypertexts. They may cite the more general problems of
reading from the computer screen (see, for example, [25]) or they may place the blame partially
at the feet of the authors (see, for example, Birkerts’ indictment of hypertext fiction [8][2]).
Some have even put forth usability arguments, that it’s simply more efficient to use paper texts
(see, for example, [24]), thereby avoiding the problematic idea of reading altogether.
In spite of their lack of consensus on why hypertext is not a good vehicle for reading, critics of
hypertext usually agree on one key point: hypertext does not represent how they themselves
want to read anything, be it a novel, a reference manual, or a magazine. On this point, they’re
emphatic, and they are quick to brush aside the exhortations of the hypertext theorists as the
theorists wax enthusiastic in their postmodern embrace of the new medium. It seems unlikely
that the two sides of the well-worn page versus pixel debate will ever resolve their differences.
Yet as time passes, reading is changing. It is difficult to ignore the transitions that are taking
place in reading practice across the board: novels are written and read on cell phones; blogs
command huge online audiences (and may even form the basis of writers’ day jobs); the energy
in newspaper publishing is channeled toward electronic distribution and reader interactivity;
and several generations of e-book hardware and software have come and gone. It seems that
people are reading hypertexts on the screen whether critics on either side like it or not. The
revolution has been quiet and altogether bloodless.
The fact that people are reading on the screen without a second thought doesn’t mean there’s
less to know. On the contrary, there seems to be even more to consider. But studies of how
hypertext affects reading have been sparse. Since reading is regarded as a cognitive process,
generally these evaluations have relied on controlled lab studies that use metrics related to
efficiency and effectiveness (speed, comprehension, and the like) [11]; furthermore, they have
tended to rely on physically obtrusive technologies like eye-trackers and, at the most extreme,
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [13]. Because reading is so difficult to observe in
practice (it’s considered almost creepy to watch someone read), few detailed field studies of
reading texts, let alone hypertexts, have been performed. Most field studies have sought to
describe the territory around reading (see, for example, [1]), rather than focusing on reading
itself. In short, most field studies of reading have done everything but looking at reading itself:
they have constructed taxonomies of types of reading; examined specific reading-related
interactions (e.g. annotation and clipping); and have taken reading as an invisible part of other
activities like writing or collaborative work.
What might we see if we looked in greater detail at real people reading real hypertexts as an
unselfconscious part of their everyday practice? I’m focusing this chapter more specifically on
spatial hypertext—taking up spatial hypertext from a reader’s perspective—but it is likely that
the two topics I will discuss in the chapter apply in some measure to reading hypertexts in

general. Understanding how people read hypertexts and spatial hypertexts in the wild, given the
inherent invisibility of reading and how complex these everyday activities are, may yield some
important new conceptual and technological directions for those of us who are developing
systems or writing hypertexts.
Recently a series of lab studies have evaluated various aspects of spatial hypertext as it is used
in information triage, the rapid assessment of the salience of topically relevant documents in
the context of performing a task. These lab studies have necessarily involved reading, since
triage consists of a mosaic of variations on the general theme of reading—scanning, skimming,
short periods of careful reading—interleaved with interactions we can measure (e.g. scrolling,
mouse clicks, object creation and manipulation, and so on). For example, a study reported on in
[30] examines the trade-offs among different kinds of structuring functionality; another triage
study reported in [3] explores how the triage task devolves into window management as the
reader shifts between spatial hypertext overviews of a document collection and the documents
themselves). Yet another series of studies edges ever closer to reading territory by describing
patterns of reading and structuring during triage [6], especially as they reflect the reader’s
interests [4]. The results of these studies, as well as the data we gathered in performing them,
have influenced my understanding of the topics I discuss here, although I intend to maintain a
primary focus on activities I have observed outside the lab.
Thus in this chapter, I’m going to discuss intuitions gathered from three sources: several diverse
ethnographic projects; my own informal and undocumented observations of people reading,
both online and on paper; and from the recordings made during the lab studies I referred to
above that were designed to reveal particular phenomena associated with reading spatial
hypertext.
I have two main topics I want to explore. One arises from watching people read and navigate;
the other comes from watching people not read and not navigate.
Navigation, anticipation, and compulsion
I never quite understood what I saw when I watched people read hypertexts. They’d click on a
link before they were quite ready to leave where they were and they’d go merrily on their way
without completely reading the lexia they’d just left. Writers may have consciously constructed
fine rhetorical bridges between the departure and arrival nodes [16], but it seemed as if there
was something less conscious (and less self-conscious) going on for the reader. What was it?
Readers complained about fragmentation, yet it seemed to be their own damned fault. They’d
click reflexively, not bothering to gather the context from the text that followed the link. Some
even characterized this fragmentation (and the attendant anxiety) as a symptom of our
interruption-prone lives [17]. We’re moving too fast, they seemed to say. We just need to slow
down and take it all in.
In fact, when we started our work on spatial hypertext, it was partly as a reaction to the all-ornothing nature of link-following. Relationships between lexia—and the action of moving among
them—seemed too binary, too unambiguous. Surely the relationships writers and readers
perceived were not that cut-and-dried. So spatial hypertext gave us the ability to play with
juxtaposition, emergence, and simultaneity [26]. It gave us a forum for arguing about the

meaning of proximity and the semantics of space [15]. And it didn’t demand that readers hop
away from one place to go to another; as Rosenberg observed, OR was replaced by AND.
This was all fine in theory, but it still didn’t explain what I saw when I watched people read
hypertexts (both as a surreptitious onlooker and as an authorized observer with signed consent
forms in hand). Readers would click before they were ready to go. Jane Yellowlees Douglas had
a compelling explanation of readers’ relationships with hypertexts in terms of immersion,
engagement, and flow [12][11], but what I saw still didn’t fit any existing explanation and it
seemed to have much to do with readers’ perceptions of fragmentation.
Then I watched two other seemingly unrelated kinds of interaction as part of ethnographic
projects. One project centered on observations of gamblers playing video poker (which is now a
fully electronic experience) and the second on observations of people reading magazines
(specifically, the New Yorker), both on paper and on a tablet computer [18]. These were detailed
observations of human interaction with the two different forms of engagement.
What did they have to do with each other? Moreover, what did they have to do with reading
hypertexts?
When people read works on paper, they engage in a variety of anticipatory gestures. The act of
turning a page is more subtle than moving paper through air (as the simulation presented by [9]
would suggest). Readers have many ways of getting ready to turn a page without actually doing
so, and will often pause midway through the action in an unconscious bid for continuity. Or they
can be momentarily distracted (say, in the case of the New Yorker, by a cartoon in the upper left
corner or an ad along the side of the page), but seem to be able to resume reading without even
noticing that they had been distracted.
In a traditional node-link hypertext, the complex gesture is compressed into a single action,
clicking. We might also predict that spatial hypertext systems that use reduced document
representations or metadata surrogates (like VIKI [22], Tinderbox [7], or VKB [29]) would suffer
the same fate, but spatial hypertext with gestural interfaces (like Intergrams [26]) would not.
Now let’s examine a second navigational phenomenon that is apparent if you really watch a
person reading a magazine. A magazine layout can be thought of as hypertextual, even if a
single article is linear. Insets, sidebars, photos, interleaved ads, cartoons, and other page design
elements make it unlikely that a reader will approach linear text in a strictly linear manner. In
fact, from the videotapes in the New Yorker study, it was readily evident that readers don’t read
linearly, even when they seem fairly immersed in the text. They jump ahead or look back in
regular running text (and here I’m referring to actually looking backward or forward, not just the
normal saccades reported in the psychology literature), so that their reading is seldom
completely linear. The reader’s engagement with the text goes beyond either the idealized
immersive or active experience suggested by [23] or [2]. It is readily evident from the position of
the reader’s body that his or her attention shifts and returns; that attention is by turns deeper
and shallower; and that readers jump over spans of text or return to text they’ve already read.
Interviews with these readers later make us realize that these hypertextual shifts are not
notable to (or sometimes even noticed by) the reader [18].

The reason these hops, skips, and jumps are so seamless to the reader seems connected to the
reader’s ability to physically focus his or her attention with little interruption. For example, to
tighten focus onto a single running column of text, a reader might fold the magazine to render
competing text and graphics invisible; conversely, opening up a magazine to a full two-page
spread allows the reader to jump back and forth among different points in the text while still
maintaining global context. By using a range of strategies, the reader is able to avoid the
potential fragmentation inherent in both the binary jump between lexia (as is part and parcel of
the everyday hypertext reading experience) and the discrete transitions between overview and
lexia (as is part of the normal spatial hypertext reading experience).
So that’s my first intuition: if we want to reduce the reader’s sense of discontinuity, not only do
we need to replace ordinary hypertext’s OR with spatial hypertext’s AND; we also need to
minimize the disjunction between view and overview. And we need to more closely examine the
role of anticipatory gestures in navigation.
Which brings us to video poker. By contrast to reading complexly organized material on paper,
when people play video poker, the action may turn physically compulsive. If you spend time in
an establishment with video poker machines1, you can readily observe some of the players using
stylized card-playing gestures when they interact with the machines. But unlike the real card
games, the intervals between gestures are very short indeed. It’s clear that the cards aren’t on
the screen long enough for the player to “read” the hand that’s been dealt. Yet the player has
the sensation of playing poker.2
In this case, the gesture has taken precedence over the results. Anticipatory motions are not
encouraged (or indeed possible) when a player is using a video poker machine. Where else have
I seen anticipatory motions subject to compulsive action? The page-turning buttons (as one
would see in e-book devices) or link-clicking screen presentations are subject to all-or-nothing,
compulsion-prone actions. In other words, a reader can lift the corner of a magazine page
without really turning it, but if the same reader’s hand is poised over the page-turning button or
hovering over his mouse, it’s likely that the entire gesture will trigger the actual event before
the reader is ready.
Thus my first intuition can be amplified by reaching a better understanding of anticipatory
gestures and how they can play a role in partial transitions.
Not reading and not navigating
Spatial hypertext goes a long way to remedying the tyranny of the click. But it still might cause
inadvertent fragmentation as readers seek to minimize interruptive context switching and
transitions. Here’s how.
1

In some states, video poker is part of the state lottery system, and it is fairly easy to encounter this
behavior. Of course, most Indian reservations and Las Vegas-style casinos also have such machines. See
[nyt article] for a fairly complete description of this sort of gambling.
2

I say this because the players themselves distinguish video poker from so-called “line games,” which are
modeled after traditional slot machines. As far as I can tell, most of the game play is identical, although
theoretically the player can pause long enough to contemplate a strategy; in practice, very few of them
do.

As I mentioned earlier, Frank Shipman’s group at Texas A&M University has built on our earlier
information triage study [21] by performing a series of controlled studies in which participants
complete several new hypothetical information triage tasks (see [3, 4, 5, 6, 30]). In each of these
studies, there is at least one condition in which the participants use the VKB spatial hypertext
system [29], so although they are lab studies, they are a source of data that may be mined to
confirm (or call into question) intuitions about reading spatial hypertext.
Two behaviors that I have observed informally in a variety of situations were readily evident in
the screen-capture data. These are behaviors significant for reading spatial hypertext in general,
beyond the performance of the triage task. First, as I mentioned in the previous section, readers
expend much time and effort on managing the transitions between VKB’s spatial overview and
the presentation of the space’s constituent Web pages in browser windows and, in fact, seem to
tire of doing so. This intuition formed the basis of the study described in [3]; the lab study data
confirmed this informal observation.
Second, and of great salience to the point I’m about to make, readers are willing (or gradually
become willing) to work from metadata-only reduced document representations (the surrogates
we display in the spatial hypertext overview), even if the metadata seems less than adequate to
meet the needs of the task at hand. In other words, if they think they can get away with it,
people don’t bother reading the actual lexia; rather, they only scan the surrogate.
The first observation, that readers grow frustrated with the management of screen real-estate,
seems hardly surprising and to some extent is solvable. Bigger higher-resolution displays,
multiple monitors, and secondary displays all address a reader’s frustration by simply offering
her more pixels. Furthermore, people who don’t have the capital equipment budgets to spend
on more display horsepower can also resort to that old-fashioned solution, a print copy of what
they can’t see on the screen. When they’re not in the controlled study situation, it seems very
likely that they’d find a workaround.
Yet I’m proposing – as Levy [17] and others before him (most notably Thorngate [31] and James
[14]) have suggested – that it’s an attention problem. As we noted in the previous section,
attention is really what both the reader and the hypertext system are trying to manage.
And what of the second observation that people resort to metadata-only approaches to doing
work? Is this necessarily a problem? After all, most of us read a large portion of our email
exactly this way: We warily examine the metadata that our email application displays for us, and
then we may delete multiple messages without even looking at the content. While many of us
may recall inadvertently deleting important messages from our friends and colleagues, most of
us hasten to add that the sender then alerted us to our mistake.
But good metadata is unusual. In fact, our wary examination of email metadata is tuned to look
for bad metadata, metadata that signals deception, rather than judging the content by using the
metadata at face value. We can usually tell when people have been driven by metadata-only
approaches. Upon reflection, most of us can name an instance in which one of our papers has
been cited based on its title alone; the paper itself clearly hasn’t been read.
So spatial hypertext may not be the whole solution to the perils of clicking.

Finding a better solution:
Reading surfaces and new modes of interacting with them
The hardware and software requirements of a computer for reading have been noted by many
researchers (for example, the XLibris project focused on satisfying these requirements [28]). But
a focus on page-based reading isn’t enough; reading – especially reading hypertexts – is more
complicated than that. At least four other factors come into play:
1. the anticipatory gestures, partial actions, and focusing techniques we observe when we
watch people read complicated paper forms like magazines;
2. the compulsive nature of simple physical actions like clicking or button-pushing;
3. the observation that human attention is difficult to manage, especially in the absence of
spatial fixity and visually overwhelming situations; and
4. the growing realization that metadata often isn’t rich enough, right enough, or
sufficiently trustworthy to act upon.
We need to begin to look at a range of spatial hypertext solutions that incorporate both the
basic physicality of reading and the realities of human attention. One way may be to provide the
reader with a reading surface, a stable display that is dedicated to presenting the material that
corresponds to the metadata shown on another display surface; such a reading-oriented display
would use the principles that drove the creation of systems like XLibris (e.g. mobility and paperlike modes of interaction) and Microsoft Reader (in particular, readability) and would
incorporate new modes of interacting with these reading surfaces that would acknowledge
anticipatory gestures and the potential breakdown of binary actions. The lab study I referred to
earlier ([3]) revealed that this type of multi-display configuration is by no means an automatic
improvement; displays at different focal distances annoyed some participants. Yet there is
something compelling about developing hardware specifically suited to reading and storing
large personal collections of documents that can be synchronized with a spatial hypertext
vehicle—look at the changes the iPod brought to how people listen to music.
There is no guarantee, however, that in every situation we will turn someone from a user into a
reader. Can the metadata that non-reading users rely on be improved? We watch search
engines develop better and better document surrogates; search engine developers know that a
false click is apt to be a final click. It is wise for spatial hypertext developers to pay close
attention to the surrogates they use to represent documents; a recent release of VKB
demonstrates that lesson by using a richer representation of individual lexia (see, for example,
Figure 2 in [5]), but there are other summarization techniques that may also be appropriate
when the explicit metadata is either incorrect or untrustworthy.
Reading spatial hypertext need not continue to be invisible and secondary to structuring and
manipulating spatial hypertext.
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